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lymphangioleiomyomatosis with systemic involvement. lymphangioleiomyomatosis

(lam) is a rare tumor of the female pelvis, uterus and lungs that affects mainly
women in the childbearing age. lam in a male patient is very rare and moreover he
presented with other extra pulmonary manifestations. a 46-year-old male presented
with a palpable mass on the left side of his neck. computed tomography of the neck

revealed a heterogeneous mass in the left retroauricular region with contrast
enhancement. the mass was excised and histologically, there was a proliferation of
benign cells arranged in nests and angiosarcomatous type. immunohistochemistry

showed strong positivity for actin smooth muscle cell (sma) and h-caldesmon
antibodies and focal positivity for estrogen receptor. a diagnosis of lam was made.
this is a rare case of lam with systemic involvement in a male patient, which was

confirmed by immunohistochemistry and electron microscopy.the invention relates to
gaseous diffusion columns for separating a mixture of gases by adsorption. the
separation of constituents from mixtures, especially the separation of a gaseous

constituent from a mixture of constituents, is performed by a variety of processes,
including adsorption, distillation, absorption and membrane separation. the selection

of the process depends on several factors, including the source of energy for the
process, the energy used for regeneration of the adsorption column, the time which is

consumed by the process, and the product purity requirements. the purity
requirements place an upper limit on the maximum size of the various constituents

which can be separated by a particular process. in general, adsorption processes are
preferred for high purity gas separation since they are extremely rapid and energy

efficient. the advantage of adsorption over distillation is that the adsorption process
does not require a large temperature differential. one of the most important aspects
of a gas separation system is the design of the adsorption column. while adsorption

columns generally perform admirably in separation systems for a variety of
constituents, one problem with these devices is the creation of deposits on the
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surface of the adsorption medium which decreases gas flow, produces malodorous
products and/or renders the adsorbent ineffective for separation. this problem occurs

because the separation processes are carried out in fixed beds of granulated
adsorbent material. these adsorbent beds eventually become fouled by the desired
adsorbed constituent or by the undesired adsorbed constituents. to prevent these

deposits, the walls of the column are periodically cleansed by temporarily closing off
the column, moving the adsorbent bed to the walls of the column, and agitating the
adsorbent to dislodge any deposits from the walls. the adsorbent then is returned to
the adsorption bed. during these "cleaning cycles", the pressure of the gas stream is

typically reduced, for example, to atmospheric pressure, for a period of
approximately one week to two weeks.
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